5 years to Break Ground
I think back to my high school history classes. I remember
each week we would have a quiz on current events. As
being a child of the 80’s, the main items at the time were
Nicaragua Sandinistas, Contras, Nicaraguan guerrilla
warfare, military coup d’etat, Iran/Contra and Arms for
Hostages. I thought to myself, what is wrong with these
people? Who would live like that? What does this have to
do with a farm boy from NW MN? We will never have to
know anything about this. My main concern at the time
was trying to determine what the gov’t mandated set
aside was going to be so we could plant as much wheat as
possible, take a loan on it and forfeit it to the government
9 months later. That was my idea of value added at the
time.
Today I live in a country that is trying to get rid of its
President which a majority of the public voted for her just
18 months ago. The current President now goes on TV and says she is the victim of a political coup d’etat. Where have I heard that
before? There a no tanks in the street, I do not see any guerrilla’s running around? What the hell is wrong with these people?
To the rest of the world, Brazil must look like a bunch of schizophrenic teenagers.

Progress amidst countless challenges
It has been almost five years since I took Summit Ag group on a brief tour of Brazil. They were looking for the opportunities.
With some help from my Brazil-American counterparts, they were able to see the frontier regions of Brazil in record time.
Given Summit’s expertise in pork production and ethanol, I suggested Lucas do Rio Verde as a prime location for a base of
operations. In my mind, the key to successful international business model, one must first have a base camp. One then must at least
make a nominal investment locally. From there, trust, partnerships, and credibility are born. Summit made an initial investment in land
in the region. This itself was a two year process to close and filled with challenges, surprise changes in the rules of the game, and
some characters that thought they could get the best of a “gringo novice.” Through patience, fantastic team work on two continents,
talent, and sure will power, Summit has proven their commitment to Brazil. I cannot emphasize the importance of having qualified,
competent, “Boots on the ground” to deal with issues as they arrive.
This week, Summit Ag has officially “planted their flag” in Mato Grosso. After five years, they have graduated to a new level.
The Governor of Mato Grosso welcomed them with open arms and they are now part of the community. They have added several bilingual professionals to their staff covering a broad range of expertise in agronomy, bio mass, bio fuels, DDG marketing, and state of
the art ethanol mill construction. A very unique partnership has formed between two different cultures with a common vision of the
future. Expertise and capital combined with natural resources, youth, passion, and core work ethic values came together to form
F&S solutions. This will be the first corn/sorghum ethanol mill in Mato Grosso and Brazil. The blueprint for this mill needed to start
from scratch. Engineers from USA and Brazil working together to solve the problems. As I watch them collaborate at various social
events, I cannot help but chuckle to myself inside. We did some good here. This new partnership changed the world for the better.
Even if it is just a baby step for now, this is a model that has potential to work and be replicated.

CEO of Summit said to me, Kory this only took five years. But it happened. I again chuckle and respond by saying that in Brazil time,
it it nothing more than a blip of time- patience and perseverance are paramount. Once you are established in Brazil, the deals find you.
You need not go looking anymore. During the ground breaking ceremony, the owner of a well known large farming entity approached
the CEO of Summit and said, “we want to be partners with you too.” “We want to build a corn ethanol mill too.” One small step for
Summit, one giant leap for corn ethanol has happened this week in Brazil.
I will have friends that will read this newsletter and fume with fury. I am not here to argue the validity of corn ethanol.
I do not know if the blend and mandate should be 5%-10%-15%? Brazil is 27% at the moment. I am of the opinion that corn ethanol
has its place in any country where corn production is well in excess of domestic needs. It is a tool in the biofuel toolkit. Should there
be a circuit breaker in the system in times of drought or lack of production? Of course. Livestock sector needs to be respected in this
debate. But for Brazil, at this time, corn ethanol and DDG’s, all have a fantastic future given the increase in animal numbers in Mato
Grosso and nationally. The Mato Grosso and FIESP 2025 projections prove this loud and clear.
Could environmentalists raise their head in years to come and say corn ethanol is helping deforest the Amazon? It is possible.
But since corn is the 2nd crop and also helps tie up carbon, it would be wise for them to keep quiet. Crude oil at 40 bucks
or 150 dollars per barrel will have a greater impact on Amazon forest than corn ethanol. China and protein demand and pricing will
determine the future of the Amazon. Everything else is just nipping at the edges.
I have invested 15 years into my Mato Grosso and Brazil experience. 15 years ago it all seemed so clear. This was all going to
happen. I must admit the future is much more foggy than I would like to admit currently. FX and politics are variables that can make
fools out of us in a heartbeat. Long time Brazil veterans would argue that Brazil has always been like this. There does seem to be an
evolution of ones vision of Brazil once a person has lived here long enough. In the early stages, optimism, adventure, the allure of
Brazil run deep. Later on, a sense of what can go wrong is the daily mantra. As Andy Grove said so well about the tech industry 20
years ago, “Only the paranoid survive”, this today rings true to me with regards to risk management and business models for Brazil ag
going forward.
As I see hundreds of employees working on the construction site. There will be 100 or so working at the mill once up and running.
I see young professionals from Kansas, Wisconsin, Iowa, Sao Paulo, Rio Grande, and Parana either moving to Lucas do Rio Verde and
or spending a good part of their year there. This is progress-this is growth- this is opportunity for advancement for a countless number
of people going forward. This is good. This is what a government should be trying to incentivize and not impede with asinine ideas
that you need our help. Without us(govt) you cannot succeed. By the government not willing to back ethanol mills with subsidized
interest rates, it proved to be an opportunity for international capital.
The opportunity for new technology comes from the new endeavor. This is highlighted by a friend of mine. I met him at the ground
breaking ceremony. He is from Goiania. He has Chemistry degree from Brasilia. He worked several years at the Lucas Bio-Diesel
plant. He is now married an living in RGDS. He works for an enzyme company. He was there to look for opportunity to sell their
technology to the new corn ethanol mill. This is growth. This is opportunity. However all of this plays out, I can feel a small sense of
accomplishment, that because of my efforts, small seeds are now germinating that will have ripple effects in Mato Grosso for decades
to come.
This of course takes us back to the last three weeks of political drama. So many events have unfolded in such a short period of time,
it seems as though a year has passed. The ball is now rolling for the impeachment process of the current President to proceed. I wanted
to highlight the above project in this newsletter. It shows progress in the wake of what looks like a political circus. In the ag
community, it is steady a we go. Those who harvested 60 sac+ soybeans are feeling good today. They made money. The neighbor who
harvested 40 sacs is operating in fear mode. He is unsure of his future. Those who have early corn to harvest are happy. A few more
rains and Mato Grosso will have a record corn crop. But 35% has been planted outside the ideal window. This means after March 5th.
This corn needs rain through the end go April to make it. The irony is that even though Brazil is short of corn at the moment,
friends of mine have corn contracted at R$ 23/sac for May delivery to Cargill locally. This is for export commitment going North to
the Amazon for export. Chicken growers in Goias are worried about lack of corn. They want to import corn from Mato Grosso but
they need to pay 10% interstate tax and with expensive freight it does not work. Brazil foods, however, is currently shipping “hot
rations” for young poults from Lucas do Rio Verde feed mill to their facilities in Rio Verde, Goias. This is a distance of circa 600 miles
to feed some fricking chickens!!!! The freight compensates and they can offset the interstate tax exposure in-house. It works for them.
Sorghum prices for new crop are R$ 18.00 sac. This is fantastic and gives a hint as to corn prices this summer. Even millet is being bid
at R$ 13/sac. Millet is often used as just a cover crop and not harvested. This gives us an idea that the demand is there for feed. The
2nd crop corn needs to be a whopper to calm the domestic market down. If there would be any hiccup at all in 2nd crop corn because
of late season drought, we can then assume we will see acreage shift back from soybeans to 1st crop corn this fall to be planted in
September in Parana and RGDS etc. This will reverse the trend of the last 5 years of less 1st crop corn and more soy.
R$ 23/sac = US$2.71/bu 100 sac corn X R$ 23= 2300 that works
Last year many sold corn for R$ 14/sac so 18-20 reais/sac for August looks damn good.
With April rains, MT is on deck to produce 22 mmt of corn. If rains stop April 10th, we could drop to 18 mmt +/-

Crop Size

IMEA released their weekly report indicating an unusual
drop in late soy harvest yield data.
To the right, we see the graphic of average weekly
productivity for this past season. We started out terrible and
then a nice rebound to normal yields were seen for 4-5
weeks. This gave us the impression that soy crop could
actually be better than last year at 28 mmt.
It does not matter who you talk to, everyone says they have
less soy than last year. Now, at the end of harvest, we see a
drop off in productivity again. 50 sacs = 3 tons/ha. 9.2 M ha
X 3 = 27.6 mmt. This would be 400,000 tons smaller than
last year on expanded area. At this point the final number
will be 27.XX. Given what this soy crop went through, it is
amazing we can even talk about a crop of this size. The
general consensus among farmers/dealers/ agronomists is
that MT lost 5% on a state level.That would elude to 26.6
mmt cropGoing forward, with normalized rains, and stable planted
area, we probably need to be thinking about 30
mmt as the new norm for MT for 2017 and
2018. The Intacta trait, better fungicides, and
better farming practices are helping hold up the
average even in the worst of climatic
conditions. The Syngenta chart to the right is
proof of what these new varieties can yield
when given a chance.

Ag chemicals

The ag chemical market seems to be well
positioned for 2016/2017. Ag chemicals are
priced in dollars and as long as a producer uses
the trading program to trade soy for chemicals,
CME and exchange rates should have a limited
affect on sales. In dollar terms, chemicals look
to be stable. In Reais, chemicals still look
expensive. As they tell me, it depends on your
point of view.

Machinery sales

This newsletter will go out prior to the end of the ag show. I will follow up with CaseIH, JD and AGCO dealers after each show. They
all agree, the next 30 days sets the tone for the rest of the year. Finame should should stay at 7.5% in June, but if they do
adjust it, maybe 8.25% would be as high as they go on interest rates. CaseIH dealer thinks that once the new government is
established, 30-45 days after, the ag economy and manufacturing should take off again. The Lucas ag show has some price
discounts for inventory in stock. The general sense is that of FEAR. No one wants to sign their name to a new toy- not just yet.
Two anecdotal data points tells us volumes of the recent past. A Massey sales person had a personal tally of R$ 35 million
in equipment sales in 2012/2013. For this past year of 14/15, his volume dropped to R$ 6 million in sales. When we calculate in
the FX conversion, it only gets worse.
The regional Case IH sales rep for Mato Grosso and Central-North Brazil is cautiously optimistic. Last year Case IH started out
thinking a 10% drop in sales. It ended up being 30%. This year they started out thinking a 13% drop in sales, and the data they have
for January and February indicate that the 13% decrease in the early forecast is too negative. Things are trending better than expected
for the first 60 days of 2016. He spoke good English and he was more interested in what is going on in USA farm country.
When I told him of some of the auction values recently and volume of toys for sale, he was a bit shocked. He too is watching the value
of the stocks of the ag companies and bond ratings. The USA ag downturn is affecting employees in Brazil now.

We have several ag shows in the coming weeks. Prima Vera do Leste, MT is next week. Followed by Rio Verde, Goias in mid April.
These two regions have had good crops, so they should be a good leading indicator. The Ribeirao Preto, Sao Paulo show is the
national event at the end of April. Sugarcane and coffee are good at moment, so this should a good show. This show also will be just
after the expected vote by the Brazil House to impeach Dilma. There could be a wave of optimism by producers if they are seeing
change. The Bahia ag show in June is expected to have a weak tone. Case has data showing 12-30% losses and they know they will
not sell anything.
The general consensus among the people I talk to is that the Dollar:Real at 3.60:1 is the new norm. The market at 4:1 had priced in
status quo political and economic scenario. When the protests gained momentum a few weeks back, the markets priced in
impeachment quickly. No one sent me the memo on this. Literally, one week before the protests, experts were calling for 4.25 dollar
for the end of 2016 with a chance of 4.50. Within a couple weeks, we have new experts saying dollar 3.30 and 3:1 is on the way for
2017. Having 100 pts of unknown FX risk is completely insane. Given the volume of unknowns today, I still feel the risk is to a
weaker Real because even with expected political changes, the perceived economic reforms to come from that are, at this moment, pie
in the sky. I do agree with some of my contacts comments that 2016 is the year of the recovery, but that does not mean there will be
any growth until into 2017, and if the growth comes from continued deficit spending, that still eludes to a weaker Real.
The comments made by dealers is that the Brazil farmer is good until 3:1 dollar. As long as he can trade soy for inputs based in dollars
for 2016/2017, his cost of production is lower than last year and he is good to go. With the number of sacs of soybeans pledged to buy
inputs for 2017 less than last year, the logic seems correct. But remember, if this REAL starts to go to 3:30:1 and USA produces a big
soybean crop so we are looking at 8 dollar soybeans, the Mato Grosso farmer will not be selling soybeans for R$ 60/bag in 2016.
The price will drop to R$ 48-50/sac and then he will feel poor again very quickly. We all became acclimated to Dollar:Real 4:1
in 2015. Dollar 3.30 seems like an earthquake on the way down.
My initial takeaway of the ag show, even though it is bigger than last year, is that it is smaller in the number of visitors.
I sense a weak turnout. It is hot as hell in afternoon, and with everyone talking politics wherever you go, it seems buying stuff is
taking a back seat- for now.

Land market
I stopped to my realtor buddy in Nova Mutum today. I left in shock today. The real estate market is opening up. Everyday more
farms are coming up for sale. Not necessarily whole farms, but parts of farms to clean up accumulating debts. One local farmer owes
400,000 sacs. So he wants to sell about a 1000 ha to clean up debt. Another local farmer has spent too much and has his house for sale
in Nova Mutum. He wants R$ 1.6 million for it. There is no one going to buy a R$ 1.6 million house in Mutum. Many other local
farms are loaded up with debt. Not in the owners personal name, but in the business of LTDA or LLC name. Now with a light crop,
and the tide is going out, we see who was not wearing a bathing suit. There is more every day. The main data point today was that of a
large farm for sale by Diamantino, MT. It is 11,400 ha. It has 9100 ha in cropland. Good soil. The asking price in October was
600 sacs of soybeans. The price today is 470 sacs/ha. The kicker is that this price is based on tillable acres. So on a whole farm basis,
the price drops to 375 sacs to be paid on an 8 year contract for deed. The sentiment is wait for another 30-60 days,
the good farms will start to come for up sale. With some of the big names in MT using their legal right to restructure debt, banks do
not want to touch new loans at moment.

In Conclusion
I am trying to pull all the conversations of the last 3 days together to come up with a summary. What does it all mean? There are some
that are making money and pushing forward at full speed. But those are fewer and farther apart than in recent years. I think there is
more hinging on this 2nd crop corn than we can imagine. Many are short on this soybean crop. Many planted bad seeds and bought
cheap fertilizer. There seems to be a lack of quality control. Why is one side of the road 60 sacs and across the road is 30 sacs?
Same rain??? Poor seed germination and vigor, stress at pod fill in late soybeans is a bigger issue than many can imagine.
Many are banking on a good corn crop at a decent price to help cover the soy losses. If they can pull this off and political situation
looks better in 60 days, then yes, we will have some purchases of new toys and a slight recovery.
If this 2nd crop corn is light, then I think we see many more farms for sale in coming months. Machinery market will remain weak
all year.
I will finish with some political color from the grape vine. My contact used to work for Banco do Brasil and is from the Northeast.
His friends that are still in the Bank system tell him that they have been summoned to Brasilia to help Dilma and the PT.

The PT is summoning the troops. If you are a Federal employee as per college professor, fiscal, judicial, other, you are being asked to
support the home team. They are basically saying, that if the powers that be continue with the impeachment process, we are going to
make life for the anti-PT protestors a living hell. They are considering a movement similar to the MST land less movement in Brazil.
This is where squatters homestead a spot in hopes gov’t will give the land to them. They are considering an URBAN MST movement
where as if there is an empty building in a strategic part of the city, the PT will send people there to occupy that property. They will
inhibit business from taking place and your ability to sell the property.
One could almost say a scorched earth plan. If we cant have it, then no one will have it. Most assume, as does the market place, that
shortly after the new government is installed, that all will be peachy. This is a very innocent and novice mindset. If the PT is forced to
step down, the war has just begun. We ain’t seen shit yet is the vibe I got today.
Therefore, you can see my bewilderment. I had this newsletter 80% typed before my meeting today. With this new info, it has forced
me to rethink how I end this. The dollar dropped to 3.55:1 today on the news that JP Morgan bank elevated Brazil’s credit rating.
My bank friend thinks that new normal will need to be 3.60-3.80 going forward. If we drop to 3.30, suddenly Brazil exports stop
from the industrial sector. The Real cannot get too strong too fast here.
There is so much going on in Brazil at the moment that Congress does not need to worry about foreign land ownership limits.
But there is growing consensus that in the not too distant future, with the help of the new gov’t, that we will have 100,000 ha limits to
foreign buyers. When one tries to pull this all together, we are probably looking at the best time for a foreigner to buy Brazil farm
land in many years. The FX is still in favor of foreign buyers at 3.50:1. More and more land coming up for sale at reduced asking
prices. Local Brazil farmers have debt overhang issues.
Example: V-AGRO is walking away from their rented property in Maranhao and Piaui. They can’t take the pain anymore.
Argentine groups that got established in Mato Grosso back in 2006/2007 have everything for sale. They bought for 350 and
selling price is circa 550 sacs. The problem is that their financiers came from Europe. These loans were in Euros. Many are afraid of
these farms because we don’t know if all the debts have been paid? At one time their MT abstracts showed debts of US$ 600 million
dollars on all their farms. Now what?? They need 550 sacs just to break even. My tractor recapping buddy is feeling this. Farmers are
not even recapping their tires like they used too.
To try an come to a conclusion with all of this anecdotal data, I will sum up like this.
2nd crop corn must be big or else.
Much land coming up for sale
Impeachment process likely to drag out until 2017. This is not what popular opinion is at moment. (foreigners)
PT will fight this to the end. Delays likely.
Instability means weak REAL and sudden moves.
Ag continues to limp along as the most positive sector in the country, but not in her glory days of 3 years ago.
2016 will be summed up as a wasted year and if you are able to hold your own in this environment, you will be considered
a winner.
Livestock sector will need a reprieve from ridiculously high domestic feed costs. This could be a drag on GDP if continues too long.
There is too much debt lingering in the countryside. More than I imagined. What happened to the boom years?
Dollar does not belong at 3.55:1
Markets have priced in optimum political results, I am sensing PT revolt is being planned in the not to distant future.
Kory
* The thinking is like this for if the foreign land limit is elevated to 100,000 ha:
With European interest rates at or near zero, various European funds will descend on Mato Grosso along with
various Chinese groups and buy all the land for sale. There will be a new player in the market. A floor will
be set under these prices. So in near term, with asking prices in sacs coming down and Chicago at 9 bucks,
and dollar 3.50:1, this is the opportune time to jump in.
2017 things could look different- the game will change again by then.

